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What is 3D printing?

I A new technology

I but not so new...
I FDM patent recently expired...

⇒ public domain
⇒ cheaper and cheaper
(other 3D printing technologies remain expensive)
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How expensive is FDM 3D-printing ?

A “turnkey” Ultimaker: ∼ 2000 EUR



How expensive is FDM 3D-printing ?

A Reprap-like 3D-printer in kit: ∼ 200 EUR

Example: The µDelta from eMotion Tech



How expensive is FDM 3D-printing ?
Supplies: PLA (corn plastic) spools cost ∼ 30 €/kg



How does 3D printing work?

Focus here: FDM technology (ask me about “powder” printers)
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How does 3D printing work?
Plastic wire pulled by tiny motor, “print head” = “nozzle” heats it,
wire gets deposited along 2D designs, layer by layer



How does 3D printing work?

Together the layers make
the 3D object: 10 wraps/mm



Thus, how do we get a 3D surface out of its equations?

What software? What filetypes?

1. Mesh Compute mesh from equation using SageMath, MathMod or
similar; save result typically into .obj, .ply or .stl file.

2. Solid If surface not “watertight”, i.e. does not enclose volume,
thicken it using Blender. Export result as .stl file.

3. Slice To tell the nozzle what path to follow, which is the only thing
that the 3D-printer understands directly, use a slicer like Cura
(install it) or IceSL (online), giving a .gcode file.

These are the three basic steps when everything goes fine.
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Do you wanna dive in?

Get inspired: a tour of contemporary mathematical creation
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Silviana Amethyst – silviana.org

https://silviana.org/gallery/


David Bachman – davidbachman.org

http://davidbachman.org/


Kenneth L. Baker – math.miami.edu/∼kenken

https://www.math.miami.edu/~kenken/


Ken Brakke – facstaff.susqu.edu/brakke

http://facstaff.susqu.edu/brakke/


Arnaud Chéritat – math.univ-toulouse.fr/∼cheritat

https://www.math.univ-toulouse.fr/~cheritat/


Jonathan Chertok – formpig.com

http://formpig.com/blog/category/mathematical-models/


Francesco de Comite –
pro.univ-lille.fr/francesco-de-comite/

https://pro.univ-lille.fr/francesco-de-comite/


GeometrieWerkstatt –
math.uni-tuebingen.de/ab/GeometrieWerkstatt/

https://www.math.uni-tuebingen.de/ab/GeometrieWerkstatt/


Bathsheba Grossman – bathsheba.com

https://www.bathsheba.com/


George Hart – georgehart.com

http://www.georgehart.com/


Geoffrey Irving – naml.us

https://naml.us


Oliver Labs – mo-labs.com

https://mo-labs.com/


Lun Yi London Tsai – londontsai.com

https://www.londontsai.com/


T. Reepleks – thingiverse.com/treepleks

https://www.thingiverse.com/treepleks/designs


Torolf Sauermann – evolution-of-genius.de

http://www.evolution-of-genius.de/


Saul Schleimer – homepages.warwick.ac.uk/∼masgar

http://homepages.warwick.ac.uk/~masgar/


Henry Segerman – segerman.org

http://www.segerman.org/


Carlo Séquin – people.eecs.berkeley.edu/∼sequin/

https://people.eecs.berkeley.edu/~sequin/


Laura Taalman – mathgrrl.com

https://mathgrrl.com


Recall: from equation to 3D printed surface

The 3 basic steps

1. Mesh Compute mesh from equation using SageMath, MathMod or
similar; save result typically into .obj, .ply or .stl file.

2. Solid If surface not “watertight”, i.e. does not enclose volume,
thicken using Blender; export result as .stl file.

3. Slice To describe nozzle path, i.e. pilot the 3D-printer, use slicer
like Cura (installed) or IceSL (online); giving a .gcode file.


